
Our company is looking for a director, marketing analytics. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for director, marketing analytics

Coach and Guide a team of Marcom Analysts & Marcom SMEs --Coach &
Guide a team of Marcom Analysts and Operators to deploy insights in the
Studios.Deploy analytics tools and best practices across Marcom SMEs for
self-serve Marcom Analytics
Work closely with the Sales & Marketing teams to provide strategic
leadership in analytics applications
Lead efforts to incorporate new and more advanced (digital) analytics in the
marketing decision making framework
Lead efforts to incorporate internal and 3rd party data into the overall brand
and marketing strategy
Help marketing team identify analytic priorities organize and structure overall
analytic platform and tools
Collaborate with vendors and the market insights team
Define & refine the key reporting metrics that are used by Marketing and
Sales
Manage internal customer expectations - internal customers include sales
executives, product executives, marketing channel managers & executives
Evaluate value of customer marketing outreach and media
Work cross-functionally with marketing and account management team to
provide the data and analytics needed to drive acquisition growth, campaign
efficiency and program effectiveness

Example of Director, Marketing Analytics Job
Description
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6-8 years of experience in a marketing measurement & analytics role
supporting Direct Mail, Email, or database-driven programs required
Strong communication with the client’s senior management, implementation
of marketing mix modelling results to the client and agency partners on an
ongoing basis, and periodically meet with different business units to
determine best modelling approaches
Support in the interpretation of results, including storytelling, benchmarking
to previous experiences, similar industries, and to historical findings
Graduated a college or university with a Bachelor, Masters, or MBA degree
with academic experience in a quantitative field
Strong quantitative, analytical, statistical, and excellent communication skills
Provides thought leadership and communicates new capabilities and insights
throughout the organization via email, meetings and presentations, with
diverse audiences from marketing channel managers to C-Suite executives
and the chairman


